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The

Director's

Desk

David Thomason Alexander

1988 Mriters and Editors Syaposiua plans are far

advanced for our Cincinnati presentation, which will be a

celebration of our first 20 years of service to the

writing cowunity, A panel of especially distinguished,

long-tiae and charter NL6 aeabers will be on hand to share

with us their aeaories of the earliest days of the Guild.

The 1988 Syaposiui is scheduled for Thursday, July 21 at

10 ae in Rooa 223 of the Cincinnati Convention Center!

The NLG Bash is set for the saae Thursday at 10 pa,

in Rooa 234 of the Convention Center. Eacee is our own

irrepressible Bonn Pearlaan, so a rip-roaring tiae will be

had by all. Awards will be announced, entertainaent in

the usual jugular vein provided and the fellowship of your

colleagues in NL6 assured.

Our loyal friend and benefactor Sally Kirka is

producing our Bash tickets again this year. In her

generosity she is creating an elongated Quarter for us

this year. Besides the aoney obviously involved, hand-

rolling these heavy coins is a real auscular exercise.

These aren't lightweight zinc cents, after all!

The W.6 Mriters' Contest rules go out in this

newsletter. Please return your entries directly as tiae

us regrettably short. Please note that several changes

have been Bade this year. For one, aost articles

subaitted aay not be returned! In a volunteer

organization like ours, there coaes a tiae to liait the

nuaber of chores we inpose on those that help.

Reaeaber the old adage, "It isn't whether you win or

lose. ..it's how you play the gaae. .. Me trust that all

participants will bear this in aind as they enter. Not

everyone can win and sportsaanship is still soaething to

be desired.

Thanks to all contributors to the Newsletter 1 The

response has been very encouraging and we hope it will

continue. It's very exciting to see just how auch

originality we have aaong our aeabers, and how aany are

prepared to share it with us.

Advertisers are still wanted! Helcoae to Dave

Bowers. One can see how he gets ahead in the auction

scraable, he's active in significant organizations such as

NL6! How about the rest of you in the dealer coaaunity!

Ne'll be contacting you soon!

If you all stop to think about it, NL6 aeabers are

priae decision-aakers, annd alaost all of us buy coins at

shows, through the aail and at auction. Many others

consign to auction sales, so it’s to the advantage of each

forward-looking auction house tD advertise in tghe NL6

Newsletter!

Our Twentieth Anniversary Medal will soon be a

reality. The obverse will present the faailiar typewriter

logo and organization naae in a design perfected by our

Brooklyn-based aeaber Nathan Sobel.

Me won't reveal the reverse yet, just hint that it

will bear an appropriate anniversary inscription that also

pays tribute to the product in which all writers deal!

Striking the 38 aa (crown or dollar size) aedal is Pressed

Metal Products of Vancouver, British Coluabia.

The new NLG aedals will be offered in three finishes:

antiqued bronze, silverplate or goldplate in both 1/8-inch

and 3/16-inch piefort thickness in sets of three finishes

or as singles. Every NLG aeaber will want significant new

aedal! Pricing data will be featured in the next NLG

Newsletter and the aedals theaselves will be on hand at

the ANA convention.
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Since 1964, COINage has been the

largest circulation magazine

in the numismatic world.

A significant portion of our

popularity can be traced to the

skills of our NLG contributors.

Our sincere thanks with a

continuing invitation to submit

articles and photos.

Magazines, Inc.

GMfil

Customer Bill of Rights
When it comes to a sincere concern for the fundamental rights of

numismatic hobbyists — that they’re entitled to a fair exchange in mail

order transactions — NUMISMATIC NEWS virtually wrote the book.

That’s why NUMISMATIC NEWS advertisers are the “best in the

business.” We won’t have it any other way.

NEWS advertisers pass a strict screening policy before they utilize our

pages. And, to further protect the interests of our valued subscribers, we
conduct an ongoing “blind testing” program, and recognize advertiser

integrity with the Krause Publications’ Customer Service Award.

Our belief is in a strong atmosphere of mail order honesty. And it’s a

credo you can rely on NUMISMATIC NEWS to uphold. A true Customer
Bill of Rights.

r=-il|U
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1988 NUMISMATIC LITERARY BUILD NRITERS' COMPETITION RULES

Welcome to this year's NLG coapetition ! Please read these

rules CAREFULLY if you wish to participate in the contest.

1) All NL6 aethers are eligible to participate if their

dues acre paid by Narch 15, 1988, or who apply to the

Executive Director for reinstatement before submitting

their entries.

2) All entries must have been published between June 1,

1987 and June 1, 1988.

3) Entries must be POSTMARKED NOT LATER THAN JUNE 15, 1988

4) All entries must be the work of entrant or must have

been produced under entrant's editorial direction.

5) The judges reserve the right to change the category in

which an entry may compete, if they believe such change is

necessary to assure equity for all participants.

6! Three (3) copies of each entry must be submitted in all

categories EXCEPT BOOKS AND PORTFOLIOS. In the latter

categories, one copy will suffice. Quality photocopies of

newspaper and magazine articles are acceptable.

7) NQ__i«IRIES_|llLL__BE_REiyRMED__y^R_^Y_Circy!!SIA!ICES,

?xE§BLiD_the.PQrtfglig_categgry, in the 1988 competition.

8) No entrant may submit more than tmo (2) entries in any

single category. (These may also be included in the

Portfolio competition.)

9) In categories with only one entry, judges nay decide

that no award will be given, or may substitute Special NLG

Recognition for the regular NLG Award.

10) All judges' decisions are binding and final; confiden-

tiality of all judging is absolute.

11) Failure to conform to all rules will be cause for

disqualification from the competition.

12) All entries must be sent to Executive Director David

T. Alexander at P.0. Box 970218, Miami FL 33197-0218.

Further information may be obtained by calling (305)

238-1651.

13)

Each entry copy MUST have the following information

attached WLHJllLKJlSSMUElKi

CLASS

CATE60RY

ENTRANT NAME t ADDRESS

PUH1CATIM

PUBLICATION DATE

AUTHOR (IF OTHER THAN ENTRANT)

TITLE OR HEADING

The following classes and categories are in force in 1988.

PLEASE EXAMINE YOUR ENTRIES CAREFULLY to be certain they

qualify in the proper category!

CLASS I - BOOKS

Books lay be submitted by author, publisher or editor.

Only one copy need be submitted. Eligible are new books

or those accepted by the judges at their sole discretion

as substantially revised versions of earlier works.

1) BOOK OF THE YEAR: work having the greatest potential

impact on numismatics. Criteria include overall reader

appeal, research quality, photographic, printing and

graphic excellence, cover and typography where

applicable. Books submitted in other categories may be

placed by judges in this category as well.

2) BEST SPECIALIZED BOOK IN:

a) U.S. Coins d) World Paper Money

b) World Coins e) Tokens L Medals

c) U.S. Paper Money f) Numismatic Investments

g) Museum L Exhibition Catalogs

CLASS II - A) U.S. COMMERCIAL NUMISMATIC MAGAZINES

(Coins, CQINage magazines)

3) BEST ARTICLE OR SERIES OF ARTICLES, three (3) copies of

articles dealing with

a) Coins b) Tokens L Medals c) Paper Money

4) BEST COLUMN, three (3) copies each of three (3)

selections from ongoing column must be submitted.
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5)

BEST ISSUE, three (3) copies of the issue submitted by

publisher, editors. Criteria include overall numis-

atic appeal, features, departments, graphics,

journalistic-editorial excellence as applicable.

CLASS II - B) WORLD COMMERCIAL NUMISMATIC HA6AZINES

(World Coin News, World Coins, similar overseas

publications)

6)

BEST ARTICLE OR SERIES OF ARTICLES, three (3) copies of

articles dealing with

a) Coins b) Tokens & Medals c) Paper Money

7)

BEST COLUMN, three (3) copies each of three

selections from ongoing column must be submitted.

(3)

8)

BEST ISSUE, three (3) copies of the issue submitted by

publisher, editors. Criteria include overall numis-

matic appeal, features, departments, graphics,

journalistic-editorial excellence as applicable.

CLASS III - NON-PROFIT OR CLUB NUMISMATIC MAGAZINES

(The Numismatist, TAMS Journal, The Shekel, etc.)

9) BEST ARTICLE, three (3)

coins, tokens i medals or paper money.

copies of article dealing with

(One award)

10) BEST COLUMN, three (3) copies each of three (3)

selections from ongoing column must be submitted.

11) KST ISSUE, three (3) copies of the issue submitted by

publisher and/or editor. Criteria include overall

numismatic appeal, features, departments, graphics,

journalistic-editorial excellence as applicable.

CLASS IV - NUMISMATIC NEWSPAPERS

12) BEST SPOT NEWS STORY OR CONTINUING COVERAGE of

developing story in numismatics. Entries (three

copies of each entry) should consist of single

examples of breaking news coverage or several

connected articles including initial story and

follow-up.

pmnnrrrirV^

13) BEST ARTICLE OR SERIES OF ARTICLES, three (3) copies

of articles dealing with

a) Coins b) Tokens & Medals c) Paper Honey

14) BEST COLUMN, three (3) copies each of three (3)

selections from ongoing column must be submitted.

15) BEST ISSUE, three copies of issue submitted by pub-

lisher, editors. Criteria include overall numismatic

appeal, features, departments, graphics, journalistic-

editorial excellence as applicable.

r
EXCELLENCE
excelencia
vorzuglichkeit

NO MATTER HOW ITS PRONOUNCED,
collectors the world over understand the word

and recognize the symbol for quality in coin

accessories. l=or over 45 years Whitman has

been supplying hobbyists with the most relia-

ble and authoritative reference books avail-

able. In addition to furnishing collectors with

pricing information, Whitman has made col-

lecting interesting and enjoyable. Our coin

storage and display products protect and en-

hance even the most discriminating collec-

tions. WHITMAN — the hobby standard.

Western Publishing Company, Inc.

Whitman Coin Products

Racine, Wisconsin 53404

L

i
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CLASS V - NON-NUHISHATIC NEWSPAPERS

16 ) MAURICE H. 60ULD AWARDS, sponsored by Medal lie Art

Company, Danbury, CT. Entries say be submitted by

publisher, editor or coluanist in three categories of

neaspapers, for coluans appearing in:

a) Neaspapers with circulation of 100,000 or aore.

b) Neaspapers aith less than 100,000 circulation.

c) Syndicated coluans, any coluan appearing regularly

in aore than one neaspaper is eligible ahether

officially syndicated or not.

CLASS VI - NUMISMATIC CLUB PUBLICATIONS

17) Open to non-profit organization publications only.

Criteria include eye appeal, nuaisaatic content,

general reader interest, photography and graphics as

applicable. Subait three (3) copies each of three (3)

issues published by organizations aith:

a) Heabership of 100 or aore.

b) Heabership of less than 100.

CLASS VII - AUCTION CATAL06S

18) Subait three (3) copies of each catalog entered in

coapetition. Criteria include cover design, overall

eye appeal, foraat, graphics and layout, in-depth

research and quality of lot descriptions. Entries aay

be subaitted by auction fira, auctioneer or cataloger.

CLASS VIII - COMMERCIAL PUBLICATIONS

IV) SALES LITERATURE, fixed price lists, brochures,

catalogs other than auction, house organs, judged by

the saae criteria as (12) above.

20) LEE MARTIN FOUNDER'S AWARD for best investaent news-

letter. Criteria include quality of writing, suit-

ability to audience, inforaational accuracy, research,

foraat and graphics as applicable. Subait three (3)

copies each of three (3) issues.

CLASS IX - BEST ALL AROUWD PORTFOLIO

21)

Collection of writings and/or photographs and related

i teas deaonstrating writing excellence and versatility

in nuaisaatics. Organization and presentation will

count as heavily as voluae. Only one copy of

portfolio need be subaitted; additional copies of

iteas included in portfolio aay also be subaitted in

other relevant categories at entrant's option.

CLASS X - BEST WRITER IN NL6 NEWSLETTER

22) NLG Newsletter editor alone selects winner, criteria

include writing skill and style, nuaisaatic or organ-

ization-support content to infora the aeaber/readers.

No entries are accepted, editor alone decides.

CLASS XI AUDIO VISUAL

23) RADIO. Best news story, feature report or continuing

series involving nuaisaatics. Entries aust include

standard size audio cassette of story, feature report

or three (3) selections froa continuing series,

accoapanied by written stateaent citing date(s) of

broadcast, call letters and location of radio station

as well as other inforaation required in NL6 rules

listed above.

24) AUDIO. Best audio prograa involving nuaisaatics, but

non-broadcast. Includes audio tracks froa nuaisaatic

slide shows, educational tapes, audio newsletters and

other presentations. Entries aust include standard

size audio cassette, written stateaent citing date (s)

of first use, plus regular NLG inforaation listed

above.

25) TELEVISION. Best spot news story, feature report or

continuing series involving nuaisaatics. Entries aust

include standard size cassette recording of television

broadcast or three (3) selections froa continuing

series. Tape aust be either half-inch VHS or 3/4-inch

professional videocassette, and aust be accoapanied by

a written stateaent citing date (s) of broadcast, call

letters and location of station, plus regular NLG

inforaation listed above.

26) VIDEO. Best non-broadcast slide-fila, aovie-fila or

video tape presentation involving nuaisaatics. Entry

aust include audio as well as visual aaterials, either

written script or sound track of fila, audio or video

cassette used in presentation. Materials subaitted in

Video category aay also be entered here. Entry aust

be accoapanied by written stateaent citing date(s) of

first use, plus regular NLG inforaation listed above.

CLEMENT F. BAILEY MEMORIAL AWARD

First presented in the 1987 coapetition, this new award

was endowed by Jib Hiller of Hiller Magazines in aeaory of

an especially beloved aeaber of the nuaisaatic writing

coaaunity and NLG founder, Cleaent F. Bailey. This new

award recognizes excellence aaong new writers in nuais-

aatics, whose first published writings appeared during the

previous year. Notinees are supplied solely by nuiisiatic

publishers.
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In a category of its own since 1968 is the Cleay Award.
This highest honor of NL6 is bestowed annually during the
NL6 Bash on an NL6 aeaber in recognition of writing skill,
dedication to nueisaatics, sense of huaor and dedication
to the Numismatic Literary Build. Nominations are sub-
mtted by aembers of the board to the previous year's
winner, who aakes the final choice.

According to the Constitution of 1984, the MLB leadership

ust elect two (3) aeabers of our Board by the tiae of the

ANA convention. Incumbents Thoaas K. DeLorey and Anthony

Swiatek are both eligible for re-election; both have

signified their willingness to serve another two-year

tera.

Any other NLB aeabers in good standing, except those

eiployed in situations which bar their full exercise of

leadership rights, aay run for the Board. Noainationi in

writing, bearing the signatures of three (3) other NL6

members in good standing lust be received by the executive

director by June 1, 1988.

AAAAUAAAAA A A A A A

FROM THE BOOK STACKS . .

.

Book Reviews by David T. Alexander

Honey in South Africa, by Care! L. Enqeibrecht,

Tatelberq Publishers Ltd., Cane Town, Republic of South

Africa J 98 1 . 1 36 pp large format hard cover, lavish color

and black k white photo i Hus.

This is the English language version of a significant

new addition to African numismatics. Engelbrecnt traces

money from its origins in the era of Darter in the Medi-

terranean world and in the African continent through the

latest in South African decimal and bull ion coinaqe.

His treatment or African primitive money is thorough,

and the history or coinage from the Portuguese explorers

through tne rule of the United Dutch East indies Company

t.hrouqh the British occupation is amazingly complete.

the history of South Africa s earliest paper money has

never been told before in any book accessible to collec-

tors; the illustrations of the 1795 com proposals of the

Batavian Republic for the Kaap de Goed Hoop are priceless.

His revelations of the inner monetary history of the

pioneer Voortrekkers and o+ the Oranqe Free State are

unmatched m existing publications. The history assembled

o+ the coinage and paper money of Presidents T.F. Burqers

and S.j.F. Kruger of the Zuid Afrikaansche Republiek

presents many "firsts*
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The Anglo-Boer War necessity money from the Veld Pond

to the Upington canvas notes and Lichtenburg siege notes

:s chronicled and illustrated in great depth. Photographs

of the Veld Mint and Printing Works are outstanding both

in historical value arid quality.

In the story of the Union coinage, Enqeibrecht s

publication of 1932 decimal patterns anb Depression era

"Fibre coins’ represents another breakthrough in this

rairly recent, yet little-known field of Coamoriweaith

coinage.

[he final chapter on South African tokens presents

some more or less familiar items such as the Bloemfontein

pieces of Daniel & Hyman. Added to these are entire sets

of merchant s, prisoner of war, and high-denomination

tokens unknown to most American collectors.

At press tiae it was not known whether Money of South

Africa was offered by 0.5. booksellers. Tafelberq Publi-

shers may be contacted at 2B Wale Street, Cape Town 8001,

Republic of South Africa.

Variety Identification Manual for United State*

Reeded Edge Half Dollars 1836-1839, by Jules Reiver, first

edition, 60 pp, illus., paper cover. Offered at $10 per

copy by the author 1802 Forrest Road, Wilmington DE

19810-4319.

If a aan ever deserved the most profound gratitude of

American nuaisaatists, it would be Jules Reiver. Anyone

faailiar with his contributions to the intricacies of

variety attribution of early Aaerican coinage must agree

with this statement.

Reiver's greatest work has been making sense out of

the earlier efforts of such pioneers as Howard R. Newcoab

in later-date Large Cents, D.W. Valentine in half diaes,

A.W. Browning in early quarters, to name only three.

Reiver's help is very apparent in the recently

released Supplement to Early Half Dollar Die Varieties

1794-1836, a project of the Bust Half Nut Club.

Few books have lingered on or have proved as

frustrating as H.L. Beistle's A Register of Half Dollar

Die Varieties and Sub-Varieties, privately printed by the

author at Shippensburg, Pa., in 1929. As Walter Breen put

in his review of older coin literature for his definitive

half cent book, "Beistle on half dollars was quickly put

down as all but unusable."

The late A1 C. Overton rescued the world from the

first part of Beistle with his Early Half Dollar Die

Varieties in 1967, revised in 1970. Overton covered the

series froa its start in 1794 to the last of the

lettered-edge Bust halves in 1836.

Unfortunately, the reeded-edge Bust halves of

1836-1839 were left like fossils in Beistle's particularly

cloudy aaber, and this series has languished as a result.

There can be little doubt that Beistle aeant well;

he was, after all, a aeaber of the New York Nuaisaatic

Club, which in itself should have helped the situation 1

Unhappily, however, his reasoning was hard to follow, his

verbal descriptions totally inadequate.

Many of his varieties must have existed in the fora

of scratches on his eyeglasses, while hundreds of others

which exist objectively were not included in his turgid



Margo Russell

May 3, 1988

David. T. Alexander
NLG Executive Director
P.O. Box 970218
Miami, FL 33197-0218

Dear Dave:

Vhew! You have the most impressive box number I've ever seen!

Of course, I will be pleased to take part in the Numismatic Literary Guild
symposium. The calendar is marked for Thursday, July 21, at 10 a.m.

Please forgive my delay in answering— I've been in New York and Dallas on
American Numismatic Society cultivation business.

A hug to your beautiful family,

3043 County Road 25-A, South

Sidney, Ohio 45365





MARTIN’S MUTTERINGS
work. Without Meaningful illustrations his wretched

descriptions were aade even »ore useless.

Now coaes before us Jules Reiver, who has rescued the

closed-collar, reeded-edge halves froa this peculiar

oblivion. He gives an historical synopsis of the series,

noting its creation by Christian Bobi echt as a perfected

version of John Reich's work of 1807.

He codifies die varieties by the usual relative

position of digits, stars and devices; die breaks are

studiously recorded. Significant die clash Barks are

noted where relevant, and Beistle's gibberish ’akcidefect’

and 'die suction’ are decently interred at last.

The only drawbacks a reviewer tight note are

relatively winor. ’JR" nuabers are used for these later

halves, which have recently been introduced for early

diaes designed by John Reich. As author Reiver points

out, the reeded-edge halves are actually an update of

Reich's 1807 work, but soaehow ’JR' for both early diaes

and later halves aay prove bewildering.

Then too, the photographs tend to the gray and a

substantially greater nuaber of photos in a later edition

will prove lost helpful. these are rather trivial

objections, however, in view of the overall stature of

this new work.

No Aaerican nuaisnatic library should be without

Jules Reiver's Variety Identification Manual for United

States Reeded Edge Half Dollars 1836-1839. While were on

this subject, 1 wonder what it would take to point brother

Reiver toward the Liberty Seated Halves 1

?! (Hint, hint!)

THE POETRY OF HONEY

Veteran NL6 aeaber Hans M.F. Schulaan sends this four

hundred year-old stateaent of wisdoa by Anglican divine

and aetaphysical poet George Herbert (1593-1633),

originally published in Herbert's coapilation Avarict:

Money, thou bane of bliss, and source of woe,

Whence coaest thou, that thou art so fresh and fine?

I know thy parentage is base and low:

Man found thee poor and dirty in a wine.

By Lee Martin NL6

Soae tiae ago I caae across the original of this,

superbly done with tongue firaly placed in cheak. I was

unable to contact author F. Vesco for a copyright release,

if any were needed, so I wrote the following along Vesco

lines.

SECRETS OF WRITING

By F. Vesco

Translated froa good English to the

following Aaericanese by Lee Martin.

1. Always avoid alliteration artfully.

2. Prepositions are OK, but prepositions should not be

used to end a sentence with.

3. Avoid clithes or you'll end up behind the eight ball.

4. Slang ain't good but soae people think it's real

boss!

5. Skip abbreviations l aapersands, etc.

6. Do not use parenthetical phrases (unless you reall

need thee).

7. Contractions ain’t good.

B. Foreign teres are not kosher to use.

9. Generalizations are not accurate.

10. Don't use quotes, or as Bill Shakespeare once said,

"To be or not to be aay be the question, but I've

never heard the answer.’

11. Coaparisons are as bad as cliches.

12. Redundancy is unforgivable, over-wordy, too

confusing, annoying, repetitious and superfluous.

13. Anyone using profanity is a tfZHZil!!!

14. Never be unspecific, be fira. It is better top be

soaewhat exact.

15. Exaggeration is a aajor, aajor, aajor, aajor error.

16. Analogies can be like tires on a boat.

17. Should you eliainate one-word sentences? Yep!

18. Never plagiarize or steal a coluan like this!

Surely thou didst so little contribute

To this great kingdoa, which thou now hast got,

That he was fain, when thou wert destitute,

To dig thee out of they cave and grot.

Then forcing thee, by fire he aade thee bright:

Nay, thou hast got the face of aan; for we

Have with our staap and seal transferred our right:

Thou art the aan, and aan but dross to thee.

Han calleth thee his wealth, who aade thee rich;

And while he digs out thee, falls in the ditch.

omrmrmrrnTii a 1 1 nnrrrrrrrrirrinn^
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PRODUCERS OF FINE BOOKS AND CATALOGUES
Bowers and Merena Galleries, Inc.

Auctions by Bowers and Merena, Inc.
Box 1224

Wolfeboro, NH 03894

Review copies available on a selected
basis to recognized national columnists. -
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HE GET LETTERS!

Your beautifully Horded letter of 2 December 1987 and

the plaque indicating Honorary Life Heabership truly

brought joy to ay heart. Hy sincere thanks to the Board

of Directors.

But really, NLB gave auch aore to ae than I gave to

it. It allowed ae to aeet hundreds of wonderful people

and for* lasting friendships with so *any of the*. To

naae a few that coae to *ind now: Lee Martin
,
Abe Kosoff,

Ray Byrne, Dave Ban:, Jia Charlton, Virginia Culver, Ken

Bressett, Ed Reiter, Halter Breen, Gordon Z. Greene, Jia

Hiller, Ed Rochette, Neil Shafer, Bill Hurray, Lee Hewitt,

Cale Jarvis, Dick Johnson. Prior to the foraing of NLB in

1968, I had set only a few top-notch nuaisaatists,

including Haury Gould, Eric Newaan and Dave Bowers.

To reainisce a bit... I recall Haury Bould phoning ae

froa California in the Spring of 1968 to discuss foraing

NLB. I believe that I was as enthusiastic as he was. It

was Haury that caused NLG to survive and then grow. Just

before his death I served as aoderator at the NLG Writers

Syaposiua at the 1975 Los Angeles ANA Convention. What a

cast I had... Albert Pick of Hunich, Geraany; Chet Krause,

Wayne Lawrence, advertising chief at Coin World, and Bob

Wolenik of COINage.

I also reaeaber an evening in early 1977 when I had a

call froa Russ Rulau. Gordon Greene had just died and the

Board drafted ae for treasurer. It was a tough and

tedious job, but I kept at it until 1983. There was one

coapensation, though. I loved to qive the treasurer's

report, and this was fun.

One year I pretended to be drunk and shocked quite a

few folks! Another year I gave the report in Yiddish

(which I don't actually know) and had soaeone (it aay have

been Lee Hartin) interpret, sentence by sentence.

An speaking of Lee Hartin, I doubt if the newer

aeabers know what a treaendous job he did for NLG. Except

for Haury Gould, no one spent aore tiae working for the

organization than Lee, both with the Newsletter and the

Bash! And no one I know has a better sense of huaor.

I’a looking forward to seeing aany NLG friends in

Cincinnati as we celebrate our organization's birthday!

Leon T. Lindheia

A PORTRAIT OF JERRY REHICK

The portrait is not that of Dorian Gray, but of

long-tiae NLG aeaber Jeroae H. Reaick, founder and

aainstay of the Association of Personalized Hedal Issuers.

The portrait, that is, on his latest 38 aa aedals froa

Pressed Hetal Products of Vancouver BC. Looking for all

the world like one of the dukes that served as Canadian

governors- general years ago, Jerry faces 3/4 left in his

tradeaark Dundreary whiskers.

His personal reverse depicts crossed geologist's

haaaers, quartz crystals and devices froa Canadian

coinage, one of his aany specialties. The aedals are

offered in copper, goldplate and si 1 verpl ate at $7 US per

ser of three. Jerry aay be contacted at Box 9183, 3te.

Foy, Quebec, Canada 61 V 4B1.
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